Map 6-1
Cambridge Neighborhoods

List of Neighborhood Names
1 East Cambridge
2 MIT/Area 2
3 Wellington/Harrington
4 Area IV
5 Cambridgeport
6 Mid-Cambridge
7 Riverside
8 Agassiz
9 Neighborhood 9
10 Neighborhood 10
11 North Cambridge
12 Cambridge Highlands
13 Strawberry Hill

Sources: Cambridge CDD, Cambridge GIS, MassGIS.

Cambridge, Massachusetts

Map prepared by Brendan Monroe on October 23, 2008. CDD GIS: C:\Projects\OpenSpace\OpenSpace\Files\Map61\Map61\Northhoods.mxd
Map 6-2
New Parks and Areas of Need (Green Ribbon Study)
Cambridge, Massachusetts

Source: Cambridge CDD; Cambridge GIS; MassGIS.

- Recently Developed or Expanded Park
- Recently Acquired Open Space Lacking Full Park Development
- New Park Under Construction
- Quarter-Mile Buffer of Park
- Tot Lots
- Top Priority Area
- Area of Need
- Neighborhood Parks
- New Playground
- Existing Park Trail
- New Park Trail
- Priority Area
- Area of Need

Map prepared by Jeff Roberts and Brendan Monroe on November 25, 2008. CDD GIS. C:\Projects\OpenSpace\OpenSpacePlan\2009\Final\Draft\OSPlanAreasOfNeed.mxd